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Born Freda Josephine McDonald in St. Louis, Missouri, in 1906, Josephine Baker ran clear of
Josephine Baker: Image and Icon domestic at age 13 to affix a touring street show. Later, after
traveling the rustic as a dancer, she left the USA for Paris. There, she starred within the
groundbreaking musical revue l. a. Revue Negre and speedy turned the roast of Paris and
Europe. Her versatility and aptitude for functionality complemented Paris within the
1920s--which embraced the Charleston and a innovative new musical language known as jazz.
Created to commemorate the a centesimal anniversary of the distinguished African American
entertainer, Josephine Baker: snapshot and Icon makes use of lavish illustrations and
informative essays to inform the tale of a mythical performer whose attraction transcended race,
country, and culture. This rich, once-in-a lifetime quantity gathers photographs, posters,
drawings, prints, and sculpture to inform the tale of Baker's lifestyles and contributions to
twentieth century culture. An essay via Bennetta Jules-Rosette deals a biographical assessment
of the performer's career, and Olivia Lahs-Gonzales areas Baker in context as sleek Woman.
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